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All products are hypoallergenic, fragrance-free, and paraben-free. 

Prep, Treat, Prime 

 

Retexturizing Face Primer SPF 20 
This virtually weightless serum contains opalescent light reflectors that diminish lines 
and leaves a translucent effect on the skin. Antioxidant Vitamins A and E seal in 
moisture, creating the smoothest possible base for foundation. Best for 
oily/combination skin type. 

 

Shadow Primer  
Transparent, lightweight shadow base locks eye shadow into place with a unique 
polymer system. Extends shadow wear and provides hours of crease-proof coverage.  
Vitamins C & E. 

 Pro Lip Primer 
Enhances lipstick wear and makes lips appear fuller and more sensuous, with an 
exclusive peptide plumping complex. 

 Dual Action Make-Up Remover 
This innovative formula combines the effectiveness of an oil phase to dissolve 
stubborn mascara and long-wearing lipstick, and a water phase to help float it away. 
Works quickly, leaving skin comfortable and make-up free. 

Powders & Concealers 

 

Baked Finishing Powder 
An innovative marbleized baked powder that provides a soft, smooth, satin-glow 
finish.  This marbleized powder helps to create the perfect balance for your 
complexion. The formula works for toning down shine and hiding imperfections, while 
enhancing skin with a healthy glow – providing an airbrushed quality.  
 

     
                                                        Bronze        Bloom        

 

 

Photo Finish Concealer 
Enhance the “camera ready” finish with this optical concealer. Skin Optic Light 
Technology, minerals, and line-filling corrective micro-spheres deliver the ultimate in 
camouflaging blemishes and fine lines virtually disappear. Packaged in a travel smart 
stick applicator. 

     

 

Mint Color Corrector 
Full coverage, pot concealer. The mint color neutralizes red, blemishes, broken 
capillaries, and ruddiness. 

 

Blemish Treatment Concealer 
Full coverage blemish concealer that helps to camouflage and speed healing time of 
blemishes and other imperfections. Salicylic Acid helps heal and dry blemishes. 
Eucalyptus and Peppermint Oil add antibacterial protection and impart a cooling 
sensation. 
 

     
   Fair    Natural 

 
 
 
 



Eyes 

 

Gel Eye Liner 
This gel eyeliner is the ultimate smooth, smudge-proof easy to apply eye liner 
formula. Intense color, long-lasting, excellent coverage, and an extremely high-shine 
effect are achieved. Super moisturizing and hydrating ingredients, including Vitamin E 
and Jojoba Oil, give the pencil a very soft and smooth application. No touch-up is 
required. 

       
                                                          Noir        Mystic     Sienna     Adorn 
                                                                         (Grey)     (Brown)   (Bronze) 

 

Signature Eye Shadow Quad 
Sophisticated shadow quartets. Coordinated, wearable shades create a myriad of 
looks. Multiple formulas deliver multi-dimensional finishes. 

     
                                                          Naturalist   Fashionista  Debutante 

 

Custom Matte Eyeshadow Trio (3 shadows & compact) 
Creates a rich, high-pigment, true matte finish. Conditioning formula provides full 
coverage for dramatic effects. 

      
                                  Vanilla      A. White   Bare Bisque  Peach     Pink Water   Roselle 

     
                                    Dusk      Cashmere   Glacier     Dove Gray   Candy      Hyacinth 

Cheeks 

 

Baked Blush 
Luxurious, highly pigmented, baked powder blush. Silky smooth, blendable powder 
adds instant color and radiance to cheeks. 

    
                                                    Bouquet    Honeybell  Hisbiscus    Dahlia  

 

Matte Powder Blush 
Mineral-enriched, powder blush with a modern matte finish. Skin-smoothing texture 
imparts a soft finish and deflects light away from imperfections. 

 
Dusk 

Lips 

 

Super Gloss 
Ultra-brilliant formula delivers transparent shine. Easy glide-on applicator tube makes 
application easy and quick. Non-sticky formula contains antioxidant Vitamins A and E. 

 

 

Color Stick Lipstick 
Achieve an ultra modern, jewel-like gloss that glides on smoothly and shines 
brilliantly. Propel/repel crayon component ensures ease of application for lips. 
Vitamins C & E condition lips while providing antioxidant protection against 
environmental aggressors. No sharpening required. 

     
                                         Carousel      Brandy      Delightful    Sublime      Belle 

  
  
 


